PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Season: from 6th of February to 22nd of April (subject to snow and ice conditions)

Duration: 2 – 2.5 hours
Time of departure: From 18:00 to 20:00, depending on season. Visit us in our

office or call us upon your arrival (+299 295 195) to confirm your time of departure.
Meeting point: PGI Greenland office
Minimum clients per tour: 2
Maximum clients per tour: 8
Level of difficulty: 2/5 (moderate)
Minimum age: 15 years old (minors should always be accompanied by one
adult). Price per person: 135€ / 995kr.
Includes all the equipment: snowshoes, poles, flashlight, boots, hot drinks, snacks,
professional photographer, and snowshoeing guide, both with fluent English.
Note: Please note that due to unpredictable weather and conditions during winter,
the itinerary of this tour is subject to change. While it is our goal to deliver the best
tour experience possible, the safety of our clients is always our first priority.

WHAT TO BRING
- Camera, tripod and extra batteries
- First upper layer (thermal shirt, wool or synthetic)
- First lower layer (thermal pants, wool or synthetic)
- Thick socks (wool is ideal)
- Second upper l-ayer (fleece)
- Second lower layer (hiking/ski pants)
- Third layer jacket (Primaloft or down)
- Third layer pants (wind and water proof pants)
- Fourth layer jacket (wind and water proof jacket)
- Warm gloves or mittens
(Please inform us if you have any medical condition
that could affect you during the activity).

If you have any questions regarding equipment feel free to contact us
at: contact@pgigreenland.com

NIGHT SKY
PHOTOGRAPHY

2018 Winter activities,
2019 comming soon

Winter nights dress the landscape of Ilulissat, sometimes dotted-withstars black, sometimes full-moon white and sometimes Northern-Lights
green. No matter the color, we will show you how to best capture the
incredible beauty and colours of the winter Arctic sky, using your camera.
The activity starts from our office, where we will be warm and comfortable. Our professional photographer will explain to you how to use your
camera settings, to capture stars and northern lights over a cup of coffee,
tea and biscuits.
Then we go outside, and use snowshoes and ski poles. We walk to the
best spot to put in use these techniques. We will take you to the Ilulissat
Icefjord, the UNESCO World Heritage Site. From there, no sound or light
polution, so you can fully experience the winter nights. Our snowshoeing
guide will show you how to use of the equipment and guide the route.
No previous experience is required, but a minimum level of fitness is advisable. Anyone can learn how to move in winter terrain with snowshoes and
ski poles.

